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Ideas that last.
The building industry
is full of new ideas,
but those that last tend
to have a solid simplicity
about them.
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Protection
with a volcanic
temperament.

Incandescent lava became
basalt rock became granules.
Nature made them exceptionally
hard, strong and resistant,
with a beauty that is unique,
incomparable.

A "multi-layered" guarantee.
Silica sand, Tia Juana bitumen,
pre-impregnated fibreglass and a
surface of ceramised granules which
give the tiles their colour and finish.
The granules are coloured using a
very high temperature ceramisation
process and inorganic pigments.
This guarantees permanent
colourfastness, protects the
underlying bitumen layers from
ultraviolet rays and prevents
the shingle from deteriorating
over time.
Fibreglass provides exceptional
strength and dimensional stability.
Blown, modified bitumen ensures
a high degree of water-proofing.
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From earth to sky:
a shingle's factory.

The process of making shingles
begins with a search for the right 
raw material and continues with a
fully-automated manufacturing
process, which uses the latest
machinery and quality control tools.
Our highly sophisticated logistical
system packs and stores the
products straight off the assembly
line, delivering them to customers
on all five continents. 
Tegola Canadese pays particular
attention to the preparation of
expert installers, who undertake
continuous training in
Tegola Canadese’s training centre.
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THE MODELS

6 models in search of an author.
Granule-coated shingles
are available in six models,
each of which is capable of
matching your creative design
needs and producing beautiful
special effects from the magical
inter-play of changing shapes
and colours.

Master

Mosaik

Gothik

Liberty

Traditional

Standard
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roofs

MASTER

GOTHIK

TRADITIONAL



MOSAIK

LIBERTY

STANDARD
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Geometries and visual effects:
Reliefs, colours, shades,
mosaics, original geometries,
shaped inspired by tradition ...
and much more.
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DIMENSIONS   SHAPES   COLOURS
Master
Dimensions: 100 x 33.7(h) cm
Weight: 13 kg/sqm
Exposure: 14.3 cm
Surface per pack: 2 sqm
Packs per pallet: 64
Surface per pallet: 128 sqm
Type of bitumen: Blown Tia Juana 
Colours:  8

151 Dark Slate 153 Light Slate 180 Blue 174 Stone Grey         

104 Terracotta 156 Stone Green 129 Wood Shake 167 Ancient Stone 

Mosaik
Dimensions: 100 x 33.7(h) cm
Weight: 9 kg/sqm
Exposure: 14.3 cm
Surface per pack: 3.45 sqm
Packs per pallet: 52
Surface per pallet: 179.4 sqm
Type of bitumen: Blown Tia Juana
& self-adhesive modified
SBS bitumen 
Colours:  6

081 2-tone Blue 010  2-tone Red 020  2-tone Brown             

070  2-tone Green 061  2-tone Grey 060 Black          

Gothik
Dimensions: 100 x 33.7(h) cm
Weight: 9 kg/sqm
Exposure: 14.3 cm
Surface per pack: 3.45 sqm
Packs per pallet: 52
Surface per pallet: 179.4 sqm
Type of bitumen: Blown Tia Juana
& self-adhesive modified
SBS bitumen
Colours:  6

251  2-tone Black              203  2-tone Red                 280  2-tone Blue             

230  2-tone Brown 274  2-tone Green 254  2-tone Grey     
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Multiple needs,
a single solution.

Tegola Canadese has an
effective solution to every building
issue and requirement.
A varied range of models,
a rich palette of colours and
a variety of sizes ensure
Tegola Canadese can provide
solutions that are both targeted
and aesthetically pleasing.

Liberty
Dimensions: 100 x 34(h) cm
Weight: 10.7 kg/sqm
Exposure: 14.5 cm
Surface per pack: 3.05 sqm
Packs per pallet: 52
Surface per pallet: 158.6 sqm
Type of bitumen: Blown Tia Juana
Colours:  2

004 European Red 051 2-tone Black              

Traditional
Dimensions: 100 x 34(h) cm
Weight: 11 kg/sqm
Exposure: 14.5 cm
Surface per pack: 3.05 sqm
Packs per pallet: 52
Surface per pallet: 158.6 sqm
Type of bitumen: Blown Tia Juana
Colours:  7

010  2-tone Red 006 Brick Red 073  2-tone Green 080 Blu                     

066 Slate Grey 023  2-tone Brown 008 Krakow             

Standard
Dimensions: 100 x 34(h) cm
Weight: 10.7 kg/sqm
Exposure: 14.5 cm
Surface per pack: 3.05 sqm
Packs per pallet: 52
Surface per pallet: 158.6 sqm
Type of bitumen: Blown Tia Juana
Colours:  13

002  2-tone Red 070  2-tone Green 001 Red 021 Dark Brown 053 Light Grey

051 2-tone Black 004 European Red 050 Dark Grey 020 2-tone Brown 080 Blue

061 Slate Grey 003 Spanish Red 060 Black
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MASTER

MASTER 
Exceptional beauty.

A double-layer construction
recreates with a brand
new technology traditional roofs
made of wood, slate, stone, etc ...

129 Wood Shake 167 Ancient Stone 

151 Dark Slate 153 Light Slate

180 Blue 174 Stone Grey

104 Terracotta 156 Stone Green 
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MOSAIK

MOSAIK
A hexagon weave.

An elegant play of
interconnecting coloured pieces.
The attractive mosaic effect
is easily achieved thanks to
three-dimensional shades.
An innovative self-adhesive
feature increases protection.

061 2-tone Grey 060 Black

081 2-tone Blue 010 2-tone Red

020 2-tone Brown 070 2-tone Green
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GOTHIK

274 2-tone Green 254 2-tone Grey

GOTHIK 
Solid movement.

Irregular, staggered overlapping
shingles enable the builder
to add colour and movement
to your roof...
A new, completely self-adhesive
feature increases protection.

251 2-tone Black 203 2-tone Red

280 2-tone Blue 230 2-tone Brown
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LIBERTY
004 European Red 051 2-tone Black

LIBERTY 
Wide variety of expression.

Inspired by Liberty styles.
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TRADITIONAL

023 2-tone Brown 008 Krakow

010 2-tone Red 006 Brick Red

073 2-tone Green 066 Slate Grey

080 Blue

TRADITIONAL 
Unlimited shapes.

Inspired by traditional terracotta
roofs, this flexible shingle
comes in a comprehensive range
of colours, shapes and dimensions.
Thanks to its special shape it
easily adapts to “curved” surfaces.
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STANDARD

053 Light Grey 051 2-tone Black

002 2-tone Red 070 2-tone Green

001 Red 021 Dark Brown

004 European Red 050 Dark Grey

020 2-tone Brown 080 Blue

061 Slate Grey 003 Spanish Red

060 Black

STANDARD
Colour champion.

Perfect colour matching
of your roof to any environmental
context thanks to the wide range
of colours. The choice is yours. 
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Endless advantages.
Choosing
Tegola Canadese shingles
means choosing a roof that is
varied, eclectic and colourful,
resistant to any climate and
extreme weather condition.
On top of that,
it does not deteriorate over time,
is very quiet, light and stable,
and is easy to install and maintain.
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A huge range of
shapes and colours

6 different models and
42 colours, among which to
choose the most suitable roof
for your project.

A product for
all types of climate

• Resists freezing conditions 
(tested at -70°C) 

• Resists the heat
(tested at +90°C)

• Wind resistant 
• Not affected by
environmental pollution 

• Resists sudden
temperature changes 

• Resists heavy rain.

It can be used
successfully on 
roofs of any shape

Any kind of project can
be carried out easily
and with the maximum
safety.

-70 °C +15 °C +90 °C +10 °C

Colours do not change 
through time

The granules are made from basalt,
which is a “strong” material
that does not absorb the water
and hence does not deteriorate.
The granules are dyed by means
of a ceramisation process that
occurs at a high temperature.
This ensures the shingles
are colourfast.

A lightweight
roofing  system

Comparison of the weight
of different roofing systems for a
300sqm surface. 

Advantages:
Smaller size of the load bearing
structures 
Less total weight corresponds
to less load in the building site
and on the roof .

Tegola Marsigliesi Concrete Tiles Stone slates
Canadese Tiles 
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Everything on a single roof.
Quality, adaptability, beauty,
light weight, duration,
efficiency: these are
the characteristics of any
Tegola Canadese roof.advantages

No maintenance needed.
You can walk on it safely. 
It is easy to inspect.
The shingles do not slip. 
It is weather resistant.

No need for special
accessories.

1.
Along the hips. 
2.
Where the roof pitch changes.
3.
Along the valleys.
4.
Along the ridges.

Can be used in a wide range of pitches.
Comparison of the roof pitches allowed for the different
roofing systems. 

Pietre naturali          Coppi - Marsigliesi    Tegole in cemento Tegola Canadese

Additional advantages.
Compared to bituminous roofs:
A roof made with Tegola Canadese shingles
consists of small elements that easily absorb
any movement of the structure and
guarantee roof breathability.
Compared to metal roofs: 
Noiseless in case of rain or hail 
There is no condensation 
Does not become rusty

Practical packaging.
Does not break
during transport. 
Easy to handle
and store.
Easy to lift up
to the roof.

Stone slates Terracotta tiles “Marsigliesi” tiles
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fixings

membranes and granule-coated membranes in the same colour as the shingles

aerators – snow catchers -  insect nets



A comprehensive
roofing system.

In addition to high
quality products, we offer
a full range of accessories
and services providing
a true "roofing system",
with snow catchers, aerators,
clamps, guttering, windows,
condensation barriers, etc.. 
A high-quality roof is a roof that is
exclusively made with
Tegola Canadese
“certified” components.
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Plywood and Polypanel roofdeck supports

Linea Bar:  vapour control shingle underlayers

flashingsZenith windows
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Leading edge urban planning.
Whether for major development
projects or for the creation of new
residential areas, if you are looking
for esthetical beauty as well
as functionality and resistance,
Tegola Canadese is the right partner
with its excellent products that offer
value for money, assistance,
guarantee and reliability.
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Significant projects.
Ideal for high value added projects,
where the centre of attention
is a roof that stands out....
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Architectural beauty.
Architectural beauty is synonymous
with esthetical beauty,
as well as with painstaking details
and accurate finishes.
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Creativity in the public interest.
At Tegola Canadese we are also
involved in applying appropriate
creative solutions to community
needs, be they religious,
sporting or cultural,
with results that are perfectly
suited to the purpose.
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Effective hospitality.
Attentive to the needs of hotel,
restaurant, discotheque, cinema
and theatre projects, places
where people eat and have fun,
Tegola Canadese provides beautiful
solutions that are also functional.
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Excellent performance.
Tegola Canadese is a favourite with
builders because its flexibility enables
them to respond to individual needs
and satisfy stringent specifications.

Our experts will provide
comprehensive, efficient,
prompt support.
Tegola Canadese will help you
choose the most appropriate
solution to enhance any building
project, even the most difficult
and challenging. For a closer
working relationship with us, we
invite builders and architects all
over the world to visit our website
at www.tegolacanadese.com
Here you can discover the secrets
of our roofing system and view
numerous simulations that will help
you develop an endless variety
of projects.
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Tegola Canadese 
2 manufacturing plants
in Italy and Russia
13 companies.
Tegola UK
Tegola Polonia, Tegola Bohemia,
Tegola Ungarese, TC Shingle do Brasil
Tegola Russia, Tegola Slovakia,
Tegola Croazia, Tegola USA,
Tegola Romania, Lespatex, 
Tegola Ukraine, Tegola China
4200 points of sale in more than 70
countries on 5 continents

Worldwide reputation. 
Leading European manufacturer 
Compliant with EN 544 norms
Quality – Technology – Experience 
ISO 9001 certified: a guarantee
of quality management and
customer satisfaction
ISO 14001 certified: a guarantee of
environmental friendliness 
Tegola Canadese guarantees
that its manufacturing process
does not pollute the water, air or soil.
Furthermore, all shingle components
are environment-friendly





Tegola Canadese Gallery: 
worldwide

A gallery of projects from
everywhere in the world,
with the aim of suggesting solutions
to designers, builders and
end customers.
With Tegola Canadese designers
can let their creativity run wild:
all they have to do is design any roof
shape .... it will be Tegola Canadese’s
task to find the right roofing solution.

Concept Art direction Paolo Bon

Graphic project www.bon.it
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Tegola Canadese archives

Copywriter Anny Quartiero
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